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Books

All books listed below are available to borrow from the Law Society Library.


Reports & FAQs


Central Bank of Ireland Brexit FAQs This FAQ provides general information to financial services firms considering relocating their operations from the UK to Ireland. https://www.centralbank.ie/regulation/how-we-regulate/brexit-faq
Journal Articles

Law Society of Ireland Gazette articles:

"Brexit refugee" solicitors enrolling but not arriving

Citation: G.L.S.I. 2017, 111(10), 24-25

Subject: Legal profession; European Union

Keywords: Brexit; Ireland; Professional qualifications; Relocation; Solicitor

Lingua Franca

Citation: G.L.S.I. 2017, 111(5), 24-25

Subject: Legal profession; European Union

Keywords: Brexit; English language; European Union; Ireland; Legal services

‘Let’s call the whole thing off’


Subject: EU Law; Family Law

Keywords: International Family Law; Brexit; EU Regulations; Jurisdiction.

Global firms eye up Dublin

Citation: G.L.S.I. 2017, 111(5), 28-29

Subject: Legal profession

Keywords: Brexit; Dublin; Ireland; Law firms; Solicitors

Challenge accepted

Citation: G.L.S.I. 2017, 111(5), 44,46-47

Subject: Legal profession

Keywords: Brexit; Financial performance; Ireland; Law firms; Managing partners; Practice management
The "B" word

**Citation:** G.L.S.I. 2017, 111(4), 1

**Subject:** Legal profession; European Union; Insurance

**Keywords:** Brexit; Dublin; Economic conditions; Insurance companies; Insurance premiums; Ireland; Law firms; Managing partners; Solicitors

Separation anxiety

**Citation:** G.L.S.I. 2017, 111(4), 46-47,49

**Subject:** Family law; European Union

**Keywords:** Brexit; Divorce; EU law; Ireland; Jurisdiction; Reciprocity

"On the edge, with knobs on"

**Citation:** G.L.S.I. 2017, 111(3), 28-29,31

**Subject:** European Union

**Keywords:** Brexit; Conferences; Ireland; Law Society of Ireland; Northern Ireland

Brextradition

**Citation:** G.L.S.I. 2017, 111(1), 36-39

**Subject:** Extradition; European Union

**Keywords:** Brexit; European arrest warrants; Extradition; Ireland

Breaking bad'

**Citation:** G.L.S.I. 2016, 110(10) 34-35, 37, 39.

**Subject:** EU Law - Brexit

**Keywords:** Financial Services - Banking - Financial Markets.
Tsunami of new solicitors added to the Roll in 2016

Citation: G.L.S.I. 2016, 110(10), 11

Subject: Legal profession

Keywords: Brexit; Ireland; Mutual recognition principle; Solicitors

‘Should I stay or should I go?’

Citation: G.L.S.I. 2016, 110 (6), 28-31.

Subject: Brexit, Law Firms, In-House

‘Carpe diem?’


Subject: Intellectual Property; EU Law

Keyword: UK; Brexit; Trade Marks; Litigation; Commercial Contracts.

‘Another fine mess’

Citation: 2016 Law Society Gazette 110(7) 30-35.

Subject: EU Law; Brexit; Intellectual Property Rights

Keywords: Copyright; Patents.

Brexit and Ireland – Irish and UK Journals

The implications of Brexit for British citizens in Ireland navigating the Irish immigration system

Citation: J.I.A.N.L. 2018, 32(1), 10-27

Subject: Immigration; European Union

Keywords: Brexit; Family reunification; Foreign nationals; Immigration policy; Ireland; Labour markets; Rights of entry and residence; Students

Brexit editorial

Citation: E.P.L. 2018, 24(1), 1-7
Brexit, human rights and the constitutional future of these islands

Citation: E.H.R.L.R. 2018, 1, 10-12

Subject: Human rights; Constitutional law; European Union

Keywords: Brexit; Constitutional law; Equal treatment; European Union; Human rights; Northern Ireland

The new Brexit landscape: insurers look for alternative bases

Citation: I. Post 2018, Jan, 12-14

Subject: Insurance; European Union; Financial regulation

Keywords: Belgium; Brexit; Insurance companies; Ireland; Luxembourg; Passporting; Subsidiary companies

Green shoots

Citation: L.S.G. 2018, 115(3), 14-16

Subject: Legal profession

Keywords: Brexit; International practice; Ireland; Law firms

Ireland: competition - regulatory developments

Citation: I.C.C.L.R. 2018, 29(2), N10-N14

Subject: Competition law

Keywords: Annual reports; Anti-competitive practices; Brexit; Cartels; Ireland; Mergers; Motor insurance; National competition authorities

European Works Councils in UK look to Ireland, challenge for state disputes bodies?

Citation: I.R.N. 2017, 46, 22-24

Subject: Employment; European Union
Keywords: Brexit; Central Arbitration Committee; Dispute resolution; European Works Councils; Ireland; United States

Goodbye, hello: an Irish option?

Citation: N.L.J. 2018, 168(7775), 15-16

Subject: Constitutional law

Keywords: Accession; Brexit; Commonwealth; Ireland; Legal history; Royal Family

The constitutional implications of Brexit

Citation: E.P.L. 2017, 23(4), 757-786

Subject: Constitutional law; European Union

Keywords: Brexit; England; Northern Ireland; Parliamentary sovereignty; Scotland; Wales

Devolution

Citation: P.L. 2018, Jan, 132-134

Subject: Constitutional law; Energy; European Union

Keywords: Brexit; Devolution; European Union; Fracking; Northern Ireland; Northern Ireland Assembly; Scotland; Wales

UK and Ireland brace for customs chaos as "no-deal" Brexit looms

Citation: I.T. Rev. 2017, Nov, 8-9

Subject: Customs; European Union

Keywords: Brexit; Customs administration; Ireland

The lawyer at the centre

Citation: Bar Review 2017, 22(5), 124-126

Subject: Government administration; Legal profession

Keywords: Advocates; Appointments; Attorney General; Brexit; Constitutional law; Constitutional reform; Ireland; Judges; Unborn children
State liability: betwixt & between Brexit: Part 2

Citation: N.L.J. 2017, 167(7768), 12-13
Subject: Insurance; European Union; Road traffic
Keywords: Brexit; Direct effect; EU law; Ireland; Motor Insurers' Bureau; Motor insurance; Road traffic accidents; Uninsured drivers

"Brexit": potential direct tax effects in Ireland

Citation: Ir. T.R. 2017, 30(3), 119-125
Subject: Tax; European Union
Keywords: Brexit; Direct taxes; Ireland

The principle of sovereignty, jurisdiction and Ireland's relationship with Europe

Citation: E.B.L. Rev. 2017, 28(5), 713-729
Subject: International law; European Union
Keywords: Brexit; European Union; Ireland; Sovereignty

Irish businesses to feel the bite of Brexit

Citation: Accountancy Irl. 2017, 49(5), 24-25
Subject: Economics; Tax
Keywords: Brexit; Economic conditions; International trade; Ireland; Tariffs; Tax

Business leaders prepare for the Battle of Brexit

Citation: Accountancy Irl. 2017, 49(5), 26-27
Subject: International trade; Customs
Keywords: Brexit; Customs controls; Imports; Ireland

Who's coming knocking? Brexit energises Dublin's lateral recruitment market

Citation: Legal Bus. 2017, 277(Sep), 112,118,120
Subject: Legal profession
Keywords: Brexit; Ireland; Law firms; Recruitment

**Brexit: who's really in charge?**

Citation: Env. Law 2017, 102, 26-28

Subject: Constitutional law; Environment

Keywords: Administrative decision-making; Brexit; Central government; Environmental policy; National Assembly for Wales; Northern Ireland Assembly; Scottish Parliament

**The next financial centre after Brexit... not so fast**

Citation: INSOL W. 2017, 3, 10-11

Subject: Banking and finance; European Union

Keywords: Brexit; Eurozone; Financial institutions; France; Germany; Ireland; London

**Brexit: banking on Ireland**

Citation: N.L.J. 2017, 167(7762), 19-20

Subject: Civil procedure; Information technology; Legal profession

Keywords: Banks; Brexit; Data processing; Electronic disclosure; Ireland; Law firms; Service providers; Transborder data flows

**Commentary: customs union: EU foundation stone, Brexit stumbling stone**

Citation: G.T. & C.J. 2017, 12(9), 344-349

Subject: Customs; European Union; International trade

Keywords: Brexit; Customs union; Internal market; Ireland

**Brexit**

Citation: P.L. 2017, Oct, 668-669

Subject: Constitutional law; European Union

Keywords: Border controls; Brexit; European Union; Ireland; Northern Ireland; Select committees; United Kingdom; Withdrawal
UK/EU customs relations post-Brexit: frictionless trade?

Citation: Tax J. 2017, 1367, 18-19

Subject: Customs; European Union

Keywords: Brexit; Customs administration; European Union; Ireland; Northern Ireland

Investing in emeralds

Citation: Accountancy 2017, 159(1490), 18-21

Subject: Tax; Banking and finance

Keywords: Brexit; Foreign investment; Ireland; Tax; United States

Political, economic and environmental crisis in Northern Ireland: the true cost of environmental governance failures and opportunities for reform

Citation: N.I.L.Q. 2017, 68(2), 123-157

Subject: Environment

Keywords: Brexit; Enforcement; Environmental law; Environmental policy; Northern Ireland

A partnership with potential

Citation: Accountancy Irl. 2017, 49(4), 28-29

Subject: Economics; Government administration; Tax

Keywords: Brexit; Corporation tax; Economic conditions; Northern Ireland; Northern Ireland Executive

Where are we now?

Citation: Accountancy Irl. 2017, 49(4), 60-61

Subject: Tax

Keywords: Brexit; Corporation tax; Foreign domiciliaries; Northern Ireland; Tax rates
Prerogative, parliament and creative constitutional adjudication: reflections on Miller

Citation: K.L.J. 2017, 28(1), 35-61

Subject: Constitutional law; European Union

Keywords: Brexit; Devolution; EU law; Northern Ireland; Parliamentary sovereignty; Prerogative powers; Royal prerogative; Scotland; Wales

Into the unknowns

Citation: L.S.G. 2017, 114(27), 12-15

Subject: Competition law; Conflict of laws; European Union; Legal profession

Keywords: Anti-competitive practices; Brexit; Choice of law; Competition and Markets Authority; Competition law; EU law; European Commission; Ireland; Mergers; Solicitors

Location shopping for a post-Brexit world

Citation: L.L.I.D. 2017, Jun 16, 5

Subject: Insurance; Company law; European Union

Keywords: Brexit; France; Germany; Ireland; Liechtenstein; London market; Luxembourg; Malta; Subsidiary companies

Bonus cap will apply to the UK MIFID firms moving to Ireland

Citation: Lawyer 2017, Jul/Aug, 67

Subject: Employment

Keywords: Bonus payments; Brexit; EU law; Financial services; Ireland

Brexit’s Irish diaspora

Citation: L.S.G. 2017, 114(26), 12

Subject: Legal profession; European Union

Keywords: Brexit; Ireland; Law firms; Solicitors

Brexit: the people implications

Citation: Ir. T.R. 2017, 30(2), 73-76
Election result hints at option for a softer approach to Brexit

Citation: ENDS 2017, 509, 4-5

All change

Citation: Legal Bus. 2017, 275(Jun), 104,106-111

Known unknowns

Citation: L.S.G. 2017, 114(22), 10

Doing the right thing

Citation: Bar Review 2017, 22(3), 70-72

An Irish welcome

Citation: Accountancy 2017, 158(1486), 36-39
Brexit: unions, business, government and state agencies discuss the challenges

Citation: I.R.N. 2017, 16, 25-26

Subject: Employment; European Union

Keywords: Agriculture; Brexit; Conferences; Employment; Food; Government departments; International trade; Ireland; State aid; Tariffs; Trade unions

Brexit challenge considered in latest National Competitiveness Council report

Citation: I.R.N. 2017, 15, 12-13

Subject: Competition law; European Union

Keywords: Brexit; Competition policy; Economic conditions; Ireland

Brexit: the location game

Citation: I. Post 2017, May, 4-6

Subject: Insurance; European Union

Keywords: Brexit; Insurance companies; Ireland; Lloyd's; Passorning; Subsidiary companies

Brexit: how to navigate the certainty and uncertainty

Citation: Ir. T.R. 2017, 30(1), 81-85

Subject: International trade; Customs; European Union

Keywords: Brexit; Customs administration; International trade; Ireland

The blueprint

Citation: Legal Bus. 2017, 273(Apr), 71-72,74,76,78,80,82,84-85

Subject: Legal profession

Keywords: Brexit; Corporate clients; Financial institutions; International trade; Ireland; Law firms; Lobbying; Recruitment; Risk management; Sponsored migrants
Ireland: domestic dependability, international variability

Citation: I.T. Rev. 2017, Apr Supp (Mergers and acquisitions), 9-12

Subject: Competition law; European Union; Tax

Keywords: Acquisitions; Base erosion and profit shifting; Brexit; EU law; Ireland; Mergers; Takeovers; United States; Withdrawal

Implications of Brexit - a sectoral analysis - Part II

Citation: I.L.T. 2017, 35(4), 49-53

Subject: European Union

Keywords: Brexit; Company law; Data protection; Employment policy; Ireland; Pensions; Privacy; Tariffs; Tax policy; Technology

Implications of Brexit - a sectoral analysis - Part 1

Citation: I.L.T. 2017, 35(3), 37-40

Subject: European Union; Banking and finance

Keywords: Agriculture; Brexit; Financial services; Fisheries; Investment funds; Ireland; Passporting; Technology

British PM seeks "smooth and orderly" Brexit, but doubts hang over employment law

Citation: I.R.N. 2017, 3, 23-24

Subject: Employment; European Union

Keywords: Brexit; Customs union; Discrimination; EU law; Employees’ rights; European Court of Justice; Ireland; Multinational companies; Work permits

Brexit: where do we stand?

Citation: N.L.J. 2017, 167(7732), 6

Subject: Constitutional law

Keywords: Asylum seekers; Brexit; EU law; European Economic Area; Human rights; Internal market; Ireland; Parliamentary sovereignty; United States
Banks’ toughest test

Citation: Lawyer 2017, 31(2), 18,20,22,24,26,28

Subject: Banking and finance

Keywords: Banking; Brexit; Financial regulation; Ireland

‘Brexit – selected legal aspects’

Citation: Commercial Law Practitioner 2016, 23 (5), 123-129.

Subject: Brexit, Law

Keywords: Brexit, Implementation

Brexit Articles by Topic – UK Journals

Conflict of laws


Data Protection


Employment

Prendergast, Andy, ‘Brexit may not entail great impact on labour law’ (2016) IRN, 25, 20-21. Divergence between Ireland and UK in transposition of EU employment directives, UK’s access to single market and changes to employment law in UK.

Environment

EU Law – Brexit implementation


Family Law


Financial Services


Intellectual Property

Poore, Alasdair, ‘Brexit, entanglement and the uncertainty principle’ C.I.P.A.J. 2017, 46(7/8), 3-4. Examines whether: commentators have exaggerated the uncertainty about whether the UK will recognise EU IP rights.


Law Firms/In-house


Bernal, N. ‘Brexit boost: will Ireland become the new gateway to Europe following the UK’s decision to leave the EU?’ 12th Sept (2016) The Lawyer 18, 20, 22, 24, 26. Brexit - EU Law - Ireland.


Media


Northern Ireland


Trade


